In the past decade, advances in nanotechnology have led to the development of plasmonic nanocavities which facilitate light-matter strong coupling in ambient conditions. The most robust example is the nanoparticle-on-mirror (NPoM) structure whose geometry is controlled with subnanometer precision. The excited plasmons in such nanocavities are extremely sensitive to the exact morphology of the nanocavity, giving rise to unexpected optical behaviors. So far, most theoretical and experimental studies on such nanocavities have been based solely on their scattering and absorption properties. However, these methods do not provide a complete optical description of a NPoM. Here, the NPoM is treated as an open non-conservative system supporting a set of photonic quasinormal modes (QNMs). By investigating the morphology-dependent 1 arXiv:1910.02273v1 [physics.optics] 5 Oct 2019 optical properties of nanocavities, we propose a simple yet comprehensive nomenclature based on spherical harmonics and report spectrally overlapping bright and dark nanogap eigenmodes. The near-field and far-field optical properties of NPoMs are explored and reveal intricate multi-modal interactions. Introduction Metallic nanostructures have the ability to confine light below the diffraction limit via the collective excitation of conduction electrons, called localized surface plasmons. Through recent advances in nanofabrication techniques, gaps of just 1-2 nm between nanostructures have been achieved. 1,2 At such extreme nanogaps, the plasmonic modes of two nanostructures hybridize to allow an unprecedented light confinement, 3,4 making coupled nanostructures an ideal platform for field-enhanced spectroscopy, 5,6 photocatalysis 7 and nano-optoelectronics. 8
significant information can be obtained from the far-field spectra, they do not reveal complete optical descriptions of the nanocavities and commonly hide information about their dark modes. For example, an incident field from the far-field does not couple to all available photonic modes of the system. Resonances which are spectrally close also interfere with each other and often merge into single broadened peaks in far-field spectra. As a result, analyses of the far-field scattered spectra can yield inconsistency between near-field and far-field plasmonic responses. 25 The precise morphological details of the NPoM nanogaps also dramatically modify their optical responses. 17, 26 Once the nanoparticles are placed on substrates, they lie on their facets which can have varying widths. Previous studies of the gap morphology of NPoMs described their gap plasmonic resonances with two sets of modes: longitudinal antenna modes, excited for all facet widths, and transverse waveguide modes, excited at large facet widths. 18, 19 Although this description sheds light upon the asymptotic behavior of the NPoM plasmons, it provides an incomplete picture of NPoM resonances at intermediate facet widths.
In this article, we identify and map the inherent resonant states of the NPoM geometry by employing the quasinormal mode (QNM) method. 27 We propose a simple yet comprehensive nomenclature based on spherical harmonics to describe the resonances of NPoMs with varying morphology. A collection of spectrally overlapping bright and dark nanogap QNMs are reported, including some photonic modes that have not been reported elsewhere. These results imply that a quantum emitter placed inside a NPoM nanogap couples to a collection of QNMs and experiences a complex multi-modal interaction. By calculating the far-field emission of each QNM using a near-to-far-field transformation (NFFT) method, we predict the total emission profile of a dipole emitter placed inside a NPoM nanogap from the QNM collective responses. The resulting emission profiles display rich and intricate behaviors, governed by the NPoM morphology.
Eigenmodes of plasmonic nanocavities
A general open system is non-conservative as its energy leaks to its surrounding environment, and therefore, its time-evolution is non-Hermitian. Consequently, its resonance can no longer be described by a normal mode but instead is characterized by a QNM with a complex eigenfrequency. 28 The QNM analysis is a standard methodology to study open and dissipative systems, of which the approximate descriptions are often provided by a few QNMs. This approach has spanned a wide range of applications, including gravitational waves from black holes 29 and electromagnetic waves from nanoresonators. 27 In nanophotonics, significant progress has been made in the past decades towards solving QNMs for general dispersive materials. Efficient QNM solvers have been developed using a variety of techniques, including the time-domain approach, 30,31 the pole-search approach [32] [33] [34] and auxiliary-field eigenvalue approach. 35 For resonators with arbitrary shapes and materials, analytic solutions are not generally available, and several numerical methods have been developed which surround the resonators by perfectly matched layers (PMLs) to approximately simulate infinite domains. 35, 36 Here, we represent the resonances as QNMs with complex frequencies ω i = ω i − iκ i where the real part ω i is the spectral position and the imaginary part κ i is the linewidth, i.e., dissipation rate. For a general optical system with non-magnetic materials, its QNMs can be found by solving the time-harmonic and source-free Maxwell's equations 27
where ε(r; ω i ) is the permittivity and H i and E i are the magnetic and electric fields of a QNM which satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition for outgoing waves.
For dispersive materials like metals, Eq. (1) is, in general, a nonlinear eigenvalue equation.
However, Eq. (1) can be converted into a linear equation if the material permittivities are described by an N -pole Lorentz-Drude permittivity
where ε ∞ is the asymptotic permittivity at infinite frequency while ω p,k , ω 0,k and γ k are the plasma frequency, resonant frequency and decay rate, respectively, of the k th Lorentz-Drude pole. For each Lorentz-Drude pole in the summation, two auxiliary fields can be introduced 35
where P i,k and J i,k are auxiliary polarization and current, respectively, of the i th QNM and the k th Lorentz-Drude pole. In this article, we limit our discussion to gold with permittivity 37 sufficiently described by a two-pole Lorentz-Drude model with ε ∞ = 6ε 0 , ω p,1 = 5.37 × 10 15 rad/s, ω 0,1 = 0 rad/s, γ 1 = 6.216 × 10 13 rad/s, ω p,2 = 2.2636 × 10 15 rad/s, ω 0,2 = 4.572 × 10 15 rad/s and γ 2 = 1.332 × 10 15 rad/s. By inserting the auxiliary fields into Eq. (1), we obtain a linear eigenvalue equation
Unlike real-frequency normal modes, the QNMs have unique properties such that their fields diverge in space at large distance. Hence, the QNMs do not have finite energy and cannot be normalized based on energy consideration. 27 The orthogonality relation and normalization of the QNMs are given by their unconjugated products of the form 27, 36
where the derivative is evaluated at ω = ω i and the integration domain Ω must include both the system and the PMLs.
To calculate the QNMs of a gold NPoM structure, we employ the above methodology by using QNMEig, an open-source program based on COMSOL Multiphysics, which implements an efficient finite-element solver by accounting for material dispersion with auxiliary fields. 35 The following parameters are chosen based on recent experiments, 11, 17 with nanoparticle diameter of 2R = 80 nm, gap thickness d = 1 nm, refractive index n gap = 1.45 and background refractive index n b = 1.0, as shown in Fig. 1(a) .
Here, we introduce a comprehensive nomenclature based on spherical harmonics Y m .
Each QNM is labelled with i = ( m) where = 0, 1, 2, ... and − ≤ m ≤ . For an isolated spherical nanoparticle, spherical harmonics form a complete set of orthogonal basis functions for its plasmonic modes. For a NPoM with a spherical nanoparticle, these plasmonic modes are coupled to their image charges in the mirror and become densely distributed near the gap, forming gap plasmons. We report here that the gap plasmons in the nanocavity preserve the nomenclature of plasmons of an isolated nanoparticle despite the fact that the actual plasmons are highly deformed by the mirror. the nanogap, these QNMs exhibit large field confinement far below the diffraction limit, which is the main characteristic of gap plasmons. The (10) mode, also commonly referred to as the bonding dipole plasmon, is symmetric (even) across the x = 0 plane whereas the (11) mode is antisymmetric (odd), which also reveal their bright and dark nature respectively. Note that for electromagnetic problems, the (00) mode is undetermined and does not contribute to the fields. 38,39 
Faceted nanocavities
Real metal nanoparticles are always faceted and lie on their facets with varying widths on a substrate. 17, 26 Since the gap plasmonic resonances are highly sensitive to the gap morphology, the gold nanoparticles are modeled as truncated spheres with facet widths w from 0 to 40 nm. The remaining nanoparticle facets outside the gap region do not play any significant role. We confirm that the nomenclature defined above is still preserved for faceted NPoMs although their resonant frequencies and optical properties are modified.
As the facet width increases, the optical environment at the nanogap approaches that of a plasmonic waveguide at large facet width. As a result, the order of QNMs with different start intermixing because the QNMs which are more waveguide-like, i.e. those with larger m, become more energetically favourable and tend to lie at lower eigenfrequencies. 18 For example, the first 20 QNMs of a faceted NPoM with w = 20 nm are (lm) = (10), (11) , (22), (20) , (33) , (21) directions. 20 On the other hand, higher-order QNMs with |m| > 1, such as (22) and (33),
have not been reported in the literature before. These higher-order QNMs can not be easily isolated since they are very weakly coupled to external fields and spectrally overlap with each other. However, quantum emitters in the plasmonic nanocavities do couple to these QNMs, changing the far-field spectra observed. Hence, they are hidden in far-field spectra and have so far been mostly neglected.
In order to understand the optical behaviours of gap plasmonic resonances created by faceted NPoM cavities, it is useful to consider the high-order gap plasmonic resonances in the infinite frequency limit ω m → ∞, i.e. λ m → 0. In this limit, the resonances no longer see the nanoparticle, and the system can simply be treated as a metal-insulator-metal (MIM) plasmonic waveguide. 18, 40 The complex eigenfrequencies of the waveguide ω MIM = ω MIM − iκ MIM can be calculated by solving the semi-analytical parametric equation 16, 41 tanh
subject to the wavevector parameter β whereas d = 1 nm is the gap thickness, gap = n 2 gap is the gap permittivity and Au ( ω) is the gold permittivity. We note that the MIM plasmonic waveguide also has another set of solutions with the opposite parity to Eq. 10. However, these solutions have zero E z field components at the gap center and do not correspond gap plasmons. This implies that the differences between κ 0 and κ MIM correspond to energy dissipation through far-field radiation (shown as blue arrows in Fig. 3(a-c) ).
To visualize how the QNMs evolve with varying facet width w, Fig. 3(d To further explore the radiative nature of each QNM, we estimate the radiation efficiency of the ( m) mode as Figure 4 shows the radiation efficiencies of (10), (20) , (30) , (40) , (11) , (21) , (31) , (41) , (22) and (33) modes. Overall, the ( 0) modes are the dominant radiative channels of NPoMs, as one would expect. The (10) mode has the highest efficiency for a wide range w and is only overtaken by the (20) mode for w > 35 nm. As increases, the ( 0) modes becomes less radiative at w = 0 nm but show complex behaviors near w = 20 nm. The ( 1) modes also have non-negligible but small radiation efficiencies below 0.1. In fact, these ( 1) modes take an essential part in determining the far-field emission, as later shown in Figs. 6 and 7 . On the other hand, the modes with m > 1 are virtually dark, and their radiation efficiencies are close to zero. We note that the efficiencies of some QNMs, such as the (11) and (22) modes, fall below zero at large facet width. This is because the MIM plasmonic waveguide represents the NPoM system phenomenologically and, hence, only provides an approximate description. 
Far-field emission profiles
Having investigated the near-field profiles and eigenfrequencies of individual eigenmodes for NPoMs, it is now straightforward to examine their respective far-field properties. We employ the software code RETOP 42 which implements a NFFT transformation in dispersive stratified media. [43] [44] [45] We project the electromagnetic fields of each QNM in the near-field Ref. 15, 16, 46 The (22) modes in Fig. 5(e, h) shows far-field emission with four emission lobes, having the same symmetry as their near-field profiles in Fig. 2(e, h) . On the other hand, the (33) mode in Fig. 5(j) shows spot-shaped emission, similar to those of the ( 1) modes. Although it is indeed essential to understand how each QNM radiates to the far-field, individual QNMs are rarely excited in isolation. For example, an emitter placed in a NPoM nanocavity couples to a specific collection of the modes, depending on its transition frequency.
Hence, accurate far-field analysis of a NPoM must involve reconstructing the collective QNM far-field emission. Here, the coupling coefficients of an electric dipole emitter placed inside a NPoM to the QNMs are evaluated and used to calculate the total far-field emission of the dipole emitter.
For a single emitter with dipole moment µ and transition frequency ω em placed at position r em in close proximity to a plasmonic structure, the electromagnetic fields (E, H) radiated by the emitter can be expanded to a small set of QNMs
where α i is the modal excitation coefficient which can be calculated by 36
Here, a methylene blue molecule with transition wavelength of λ em = 660 nm is chosen as a quantum emitter of choice since it is a typical dye molecule experimentally used inside a NPoM. 
where E z,i =ê z · E i , ω em = 2πc/λ em , and only the first 20 QNMs are included in the calculations, as shown in Table S1 . The coupling coefficients |α m | to different ( m) modes are shown in Fig. 6 , as the emitter moves laterally inside the gap along the x-axis. Four
QNMs with even m, Fig. 6(a, c) , are separated from those with odd m, Fig. 6(b, d) , as they have symmetric and antisymmetric field profiles across the x = 0 nm plane, respectively. For w = 0 nm, the emitter's resonance lies spectrally close to the (10), (11) and (20) , see Fig.   3 (a). In Figs. 6(a, b) , the coupling magnitudes of these three QNMs indeed dominate the coupling with the emitter. The coupling magnitudes of different QNMs change drastically when the facet width increases to w = 20 nm. The emitter instead lies spectrally close to (11) , (22) , (20) , (33) and (21) see Fig. 3(b) , which become the modes coupled to the emitter, as shown in Fig. 6(c, d) . The relative magnitudes of |α m | are crucial in understanding the total far-field emission. Fig. 7(a-d) , the emission has a ring-shaped pattern at x em = 0 nm as the emitter is dominantly coupled to the (10) and (20) modes. As the emitter is moved away from the nanocavity centre, the emitter couples more efficiently to the (11) mode. The spot-shaped emission from the (11) mode also has a phase variation over the angular coordinate φ. At x em = 5 nm, the distorted ring-shaped emission in Fig. 7(b) is the result of this phase variation, giving destructive interference for −π/2 < φ < π/2 and constructive interference for π/2 < φ < 3π/2 with the ring-shaped emission from the (10) and (20) . For larger x em ≥ 10 nm, the antisymmetric (11) mode dominates the coupling with the emitter, and the emission becomes an offset spot-shaped pattern. For the facet NPoM with facet w = 20 nm, the emission also has a ring-shaped pattern when the emitter is at the centre of the cavity since the emitter couples mainly to the (20) mode, see Fig. 7 (e). By moving the emitter within the faceted NPoM to position x em = 5 nm the far-field emission becomes a distorted ring-shaped pattern since the emitter couples more efficiently to the (11) and (21) modes, which is similar to the spherical NPoM in Fig.   7 (b). However, when the emitter moves even closer to the facet edge at x em = 10 nm the far-field emission pattern flips 180 • , as shown in Fig. 7(g) . This flip results from changes in the complex coefficients α m of different QNMs which instead interferes constructively for −π/2 < φ < π/2 and destructively for π/2 < φ < 3π/2. Unlike Fig. 7(d) , the emission at x em > 15 in Fig. 7(h) resumes the ring-shaped pattern for the emitter since the emitter dominantly couples the symmetric (20) and (22) modes.
The far-field emission profiles in Fig. 7 are quantitatively calculated by combining 20
QNMs. In fact, only a small number of dominant QNMs are required in order to qualitatively capture the main contributions to the far-field profiles. As shown in Fig. S3 in Supporting Information, the (10) and (11) 
Conclusions
In recent years, the NPoM geometry has become a prominent nanostructure in nanoplasmonics due to its extreme light confinement properties. However, a comprehensive modal analysis of the structure had not in general been available, and most current studies infer its resonances from far-field optical scattering. We use the quasinormal mode (QNM) approach to analyze the morphology-dependent plasmonic resonances of a NPoM structure. A collection of bright and dark resonances are revealed, some of which have not yet been previously reported. A simple and comprehensive nomenclature is introduced based on spherical harmonics which reflects the underlying charge distributions on the nanoparticles. The nearfield and far-field optical behaviors of NPoMs with varying facet widths are also reported, which clarifies the inconsistency in previous near-field and far-field analyses. This study also unveils rich and intricate multi-modal interactions with a single quantum emitter and has the potential to aid the design of quantum plasmonic experiments, such as quantum computing with DNA-origami-controlled qubits 24 and quantum plasmonic immunoassay sensing. 47 
